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On Sub-H-Groups of aft H Group and their Duals

KISOO PAHK

1. Introduction. An H space consists of a pointed topological space P together

with a continuous multiplication p: P x P ---.. P for which the constant map

c: P----,> P is a homotopy identity, i.e., /l (1 '" c)::::: 1", and p(c, II') ::::: I". An H

group is an H space whose multiplication is homotopy associative and has a homotopy

inverse. An H cogroup consists of a pointed topological space Q together with a con

tinuous comultiplication v: Q ----'> QVQ having the homotopy identity and a homo

topy inverse such that it is homotopy associative [2J.
The object of this paper is to define a sub-H-group of an H group and its dual

conception, a quotient-H-cogroup, and to give their properties.

2. Preliminaries. Given maps f: X~ Y and g: X - Z, we let (t. g): X~

Y x Z be the map defined by Cf, g) (x) = Cf(x), g(x»; and given f: X ----7 Z and

g: Y ----'> Z, we let (f, g): xvx --')- Z be the map defined by Cf, g) IX = f and

Cf, g)IY= g.

All spaces are considered to be pointed topological spaces and all maps are con

sidered to be base point preserving continuous functions.

In the homotopy category of pointed topological spaces and continuous maps, we

adopt the definitbns of a monomorphism and an epimorphism from [lJ as follows:

A map f: X ----'> Y is a monomorphism iff the only pairs gt : Z --')- X, gz: Z ----'> X

such that fgt ::: fgz are the homotopic ones: gl::::: gz. A map f' .. X ----'> Y is an epimor

phism iff the only pairs hi : Y ----'> Z', hz : Y ----'> Z' such that hJ' :::: hd' are the homot

opic ones: hi::: hz•

For any categroy '6', and an object Y of 'if, we let ;Cy (or :rY
) be a covariant (or

contravariant) functor from '6' to the category of sets and functions which assigns

to an object Z (or X) of '6' the set :ry(Z) = hom",(Y, Z) or 1C
y
(X) = hom.,,(X, Y)J and

to amorphism h: Z - Z' [or f: X --')- X'J the function h.: hom",(Y, Z) --')- horn."

(Y, Z') [or f. : hom.,,(X', Y) ----'> hom", (X, Y)J defined by h.(g) = hg for g: Y - Z

[or peg') = g'f for g': X'- YJ.
The following results arc known [2J.
2-1. If P (or Q) is an H group (or H cogroup), :lP (or :lQ) is a contravariant

(or covariant) functor from the homotopy category of painted topological spaces and

continuous maps with walues in the category of groups and homomorphisms.
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2-2. Let a be a map of an H group P (or H cogroup Q) into an H group pI (or

H cogroup Q'). Then <4(or w) is a natural transformation from x P (or :Z:Q') to :cP
'

(or :;rQ) in the category of groups if and only if a is a homomorphism.

2-3. If P (or Q) is a pointed space such that :;rP (or x Q) takes values in the category

of groups, then P (or Q) is an H group (or H cogroup). Furthermore, the group

structure on x P (X) [or X Q (X) J is the same as given in 2-1.

2-4. [f P s an H space and Q is any H cogroup, then [Q;PJ is an abelian group

and the group structure is defined by the multiplication map in P.

General notations and definitions can be found in [2J.

3. Sub-H-groups of an H group. We will assume throughout this section

that P is an H group with a base point Po having the multiplication fJ.: P X p---", P

for which c and 'P are the homotopy identity and the homotopy inverse, respectively.

3-1 DEFINITION. A pointed subspace pI of an H group P with the same base

point Po is called a sub-H-group of P if pI is itself an H group such that the inclu

sion map is a homomorphism.

It is immediate from the definition that given H group P itself and the one point

space {Po} are sub-H-groups of P.

Given a topological group G, a subgroup C' of G is a sub-H-group of G when G

is regarded as an H group.

Given a pointed space (Y, Yo), let CY', Yo) be a pointed subspace. Then the

loop space {lY' based at Yo is a sub-H-group of the loop space QY based at Yo.

3-2 THEOREM. Suppose that a subspace pI of an H group P with the same base

point Po is itself an H group with the same multiplication fJ.. Then pI is a sub-H-group

of P.

Proof. Since the equality implies the homtopicity, it is obvious that the inclusion

map is a homomorphism.

The following lemma is immediate from the Theorem 2-2.

3-3 LEMMA. Let pI be a subspace of Pwith the same base point Po such that P' is

itself an H group. pI is a sub-H-group of P if and only if, for the inclusion map i: pI

cP, i# a natural transformaton from xP' to :z:P in the catrgory of groups.

3-4 PROPOSITION. Let pI be a sub-H-group of an H group P such that the inclusIon

map i: P' cP is a monomrphism. For any pointed space X, x P
' (X) can be imbedded as

a su bgroup into the grfJUp xP(X).

Proof. Since P' is a sub-H-group of P, from Lemma 3-3, i# (X) is a homomorphism

from the group xP'CX) into the group xP(X) for all pointed space X. And since i is

a monomorphism, for any two maps f and g of X into P', if::: iq implies f::: g; which

shows that i# (X) is a monomorphism.
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3-5 PROPOSITION. Let P be a pointed space and pi a subspace with the same base

point as P. Suppose that, for any pointed space X, ;rP(X) is a group and 1I;P' (X) can be

imbedded as a subgroup inte 1I;P(X) by i#(X). Then pi is a sub-H-group of an H group P.

Proof. Since :rP(X) and 1I;P'(X) are groups for all pointed space X, by Theorem·

2-3, P and pi are H groups. By the definition of i# and i#(X) being a homomor

phism for any pointed space X, we obtain that i, is a natural transformation from

11;1" to :rp
• Hence, by Lemma 3-3, P' is a sub-H-group of an H group P.

Combining 3-4 and 3-5, we obtain the following.

3-6 THEOREM. Let pi be a pointed subspace of an H group P such that the inclusion

map i : picP is a monomorphism. P' is a sub-H-group of P if and only tf :rP' (X) can

be imbedded as a subgroup into ;rP(X) by i#(X) for all pointed space X.

3-7 COROLLARY. A weak retract of P' of an H group P with the same base point is

a sub-H-group of P if and only if :rPf (X) can be imbecdded as a subgroup into ;rP(X)

for all poin.ted space X.

Now, we will prove another neces...;;ary and sufficient conditions for a weak retract,
of an H group to be a sub-H-group. We first prove the following.

3-8 PROPOSITION. If P' is a sub-H-group of an H group P, then

(IT) there exists a continuous multiplication 1/ : pi x pl
_ pi sueh thct ip' ~ /l-Ci x i)

Cb) for the constant map c' : P' - pi, ic' = ci, and

Cc) there exists a continuous map rp' : pi_pi suht hat irp' c:::.rpi.

Proef. From the Definition 3-1, (a) and Cb) are immediately obtained. It remains

to show Cc). Let X be an arbitrary pointed space, U]E;rP'(X) and rp' be the homotopy

inverse for p'. By Lemma 3-3, i# CX) is a homomorpism from the group :rP/(X) into

the group ;rP(X) ; hence we have

i# (X) ([f]-I) = U#(X) [f])-I = [if]-' = [rpifJ,

and

i#(x)([jJ-') = i#(X) ([rp'fJ) = [irp'f],

i.e., [<pif] = [iep'f]·

Since this fact holds for all pointed space X, w~ can take X as pi and f as 1p'. Then

[rp1p'] = [~J and [iep'lp'] = [iep'] ; which shows that itp' ~ <pi.

For converse, we have to give a restriction for the inclusion to be a mono

morphism. Thus we obtain the following.

3-9 PROPOSITION. Let pi be a pointed subspace of an H Jfroup P. Suppose that the

conditions (a), Cb) and (c) given in 3-7 are satisfied and the inclusion map i: P' c P

is a monomorphism. Then P' is a sub-H-group of f.
Proof. From (a) and (b), we have
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ip! (h-, c') '::::..p(i x i) (11", c')

=p(i 11", ic') = p(l~, ci)

=p(lp, c)i::::::: 1~ = i I/".

Since i is a monomorphism, we have p! (lp, c') '::::.. 11". Replacing (lp, c') with (c', 11")

we also have P!(e', 11") ::::::: 11". Thus we have proved that c' is a homotopy identity

for p'. Next, using (a) again, we have

iP!(p' x If")::::::: (i(i x i)({i' x !P,) = p[(iP!) x (i1p)J
:::::::p[((u(i x i) x lriJ =p(p x Ip)(i x i x i)

:::::::p(lp x p)Ci x i x i) =p[(lpi) x ((pCi x i»J
:::::::p[(ilp') x (ip')J =(i(i X i) (11" x p') :::::::ip'(lp x p');

which shows that p' is homotopy associative. Now, from (c) we have

ic' = ci ::::::: p(lp, <p)i = fl(lpi ,<pi) ::::::: p(i lp, i<p')
= p(i x i) (11" , <p') ::::::: ip' (11", <p');

which shows that c'::::::: P!(lp, <p'). Replacing (lp, <p) with (<p, lp), we also have c':::::::

P'(<p', 11"). Thus we have proved that <p' is a homotopy inverse for p'. Therefore

p' is an H group. However, from (b), P' has the same base point as P; and

from (a) again, i is a homomorphism. Hence, pI is a sub-H-group of P.

Combining 3-7 and 3-8, we have the following.

3-10 THEOREM. Let pI be a pointed subspace of an H group P such that the inclu

sion map i : pI C P is a monomorphism. P' is a sub-H-group of P if and only if the

conditions (a), (b) and (c) given in 3-7 are satisfied.
3-11 COROLLARY. A weak retract of P of an H group P is a sub-H-group of P if

and only if the conditions (a), (b) and (c) given in 3-7 are satisfied.

The following sufficient condition also holds:

3-12 PROPOSITION. Let P' be a subspace of P with the same base point such that

P is deformable into P'. Then P' is a sub-H-group of P.

Proof. Since P is deformable into P', the inclusion map i: P' c P has a right

homotopy inverse r:P~ P'. Let p', e' and <p' be maps defined by

p' = rp(i x i), c' = rci and <p' = r<pi.

Then they are all well defined continuous maps and they satisfy the conditions in 3-7.

For,

(a) ip' = irp(i xi)::::::: Ipfl(i x i) = pCi x i),

(b) ic' = irci ::::::: IpCi = ci,

Cc) i<p' = ir<pi::::::: 1p<pi = <pi.

However, since P' has the same base point as P, in (b), we have ic' = ci.

4. Quotient-H-cogroups of an H cogroup. We wiII assume throughout this
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section that Q is an H cogroup with a base point qo having the comultiplication

!I : Q- QvQ for which c and <p are the homotopy identity and the homotopy in

verse, respectively.

Let R be an equivalence relation in Q, Q' = Q/R the quotient space obtained

by R, and ~: Q- Q' the canonical map.

4-1 DEFINITION. A quotient space Q' = Q/R of an H cogroup Q is called a

quotient-H-cogroup of Q if Q' is itself an H cogroup such that ~ is a homomorphism.

The following Pro~sitions 4-2 and 4-3, Theorem 4-4 are immediately obtained

from the Propositions 3-4, 3-5 and Theorem 3-6, by duality.

4-2 PROPOSITION. Let Q' be a quotient-H-cogroup of an H cogroup Q such that the

canonical map ~ : Q-Q' is an epimorphism. For any pointed space X, 74/ (X) can be

imbedded as a subgroup into the group 74Q (X) by g:#(X).

4-3 PROPOSITION. Let Q be a pointed space, Q' a quotient space of Q with respect to

equivalence relation and ~ the canonical map of Q onto Q'. Suppose that for any pointed

space Y, 74Q(X) is a group and 74Q'(X) can be imbedded as a subgroup into zQ(X) by

~(X). Then Q' is a quotient-H-cogroup of an H cogroup Q.
4-4 THEOREM. Let Q' be a quotient space of an H cogroup Q with respect to an

equivalence relation such that the canonical map ~ :Q- Q' is an epim orphism. Q' is a

quotient-H-cogroup of Q if and only if zQ'(X) can be imbedded as a subgroup into 74Q(X)

by ~#(X) for all pointed space X.

The following Propositions 4-5, 4-6 and Theorem 4-7 are immediately obtained

from the Propositions 3-7, 3-8 and Theorem 3-9 by duality.

4-5 PROPOSITION. If Q' is a quotient-H-cogroup of an H-cogroup Q, then

(a) there exists a continuous comultiplication 1/ : Q' - Q'VQ' such that !I'g:-:::'(~Vg:)!I.

(b) for the constant map c' : Q' - Q', c'~ = ~c, and

(c) there exists a continuous map <P' : Q' - Q' such that <P'~ -:::. ~<p.

4-6 PROPOSITION. Let Q' be a quotient space of an H cogroup Q with respect to an

equivalence relation such that the canonical map ~: Q_ Q' is an epimorphism. Suppose

that the conditions (a), (b) and (c) J[iven in 4-5 are satisfied. Then Q' is a quotient-H

-cogroup of Q.

4-7 THEOREM. Let Q' be a qzwtient space of an H cogroup Q with respect to an

equivalence relation such that the canonical map ~: Q _ Q' is an epimorphism. Q' is a

quotient-H-cogroup of Q if and only if the conditions (a), (b) and (c) given in 4-5 are

satisfied.

Finally, we will prove a theorem relating to a sub-H-group and a quotient-H-co

group.

4-8 THEOREM. Let Q' be a quotient-H-cogroup of an H cogroup Q such that the

canonical map g:: Q - Q' is an epimorphism and P' is a sub-H-group of an H group P
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such that the inclusion map i : P' c P is a monomorphism. Then [Q'; P'] can be imbedded

as an abelian subgroup into [Q: PJ.
Proof. From the Theorem 2-4, [0'; P'J is an abelian group and its group structure

is defined by the multiplication map in P'. Hence, if * and *' are group operations in

[Q; PJ and [Q'; p'J, respectively, and if Il and Il' are the multiplication maps far P

and P'. respectively, then for the pairs [fJ, [gJ belonging to [Q; PJ and [I'J, [g'J

belnoging to [Q'; p'J, we have

[/J* [gJ = [fl-Cf, g)J, UJ*'[g'J = Cf!-'(!', g')J.
Define a map A: [Q'; P'] -:) [Q; PJ by IlLf] = [i/~J for [f] E [Q'; pIJ. Since iff

is continuous and tj~::::. ig~ is implied from f::::.g, A is well defined map. And we

have

A([f] *' [gJ) = A([Jl'(j, g)]) = [ifl-'Cf, g)~J

= [fl-(i x i) Cf, g)~J = [JlCift, ig~)]

= [if~] * [ig~] = (Il[f]) * (Arg]) ;

which shows that A is a homomorphism. Since i is a monomorphism and ~ an epi

morphisrn, A[f] = A[g], i.e., if~::= ig~, implies that f::::.g, i.e., [JJ = [g]; which shows

that A is a monomorphism.
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